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Only sixteen when she started the series, Ally Adornetto knows how teen hearts beat, and this

long-awaited conclusion is certain to be her most popular book yet. Bethany, an angel sent to Earth,

and her mortal boyfriend, Xavier, have been to Hell and back. But now their love will be put to its

highest test yet, as they defy Heavenly law and marry. They don't tell Beth's archangel siblings,

Gabriel and Ivy, but the angels know soon enough, and punishment comes in a terrifying form: the

Sevens, who are rogue angels bent on keeping Beth and Xavier apart, destroying Gabriel and Ivy,

and darkening angelic power in the heavens.The only way Bethany and can elude the Sevens is to

hide in the open, and blend in with other mortals their own age. Gabriel and Ivy set them up at

college, where they can't reveal their relationship, and where there is still danger around each

corner. Will Bethany be called back to Heaven â€“ forever â€“ and face leaving the love of her life?
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For readers who enjoyed the first two books, this one will be a treat. Bethany and Xavier have been

working to stay together and keep their love alive despite all odds. When they decide to marry, the

have crossed a line that no angel has crossed before. Bethany is in immediate danger and the book

follows her attempts to remain with her love and stay alive. With the Sevens, a group of angels who



hate the idea of Bethany and Xavier together, hot on her trail, Bethany must make quick decisions

to remain on top.The characters were so much fun in this book. They truly feel like real people; the

only character who started to get annoying was Bethany. She defies heavenly law when she

marries and then continues to put her friends in danger. She is more than a little whiny halfway

through the book. However, a reader who enjoyed this book previously will likely not mind a few

dramatics. Xavier is sweet in his constant love for Bethany. He sticks with his true love no matter the

cost. Gabriel and Ivy displayed bravery and love when they decide to help Bethany in any way they

can. However, it isn't really up to Bethany, she may be recalled and forced to leave Xavier.Between

the high action and desperate love, this book is sure to be a fast read despite it's long length.

Heaven is recommended to young adult readers.*Complimentary copy received for review, this in

no way affects my opinion*

I'm sorry but I did not care for this final book in the series. It felt like Alexandra was just throwing

everything she could think of into it and the continuity was lost. Also, there was way too much

negativity in the heavenly realm.We begin where HADES left off with Xavier and Beth having left

graduation to go get married. They get married and immediately the Priest is killed for having

married them since humans and angels are verboten. The heavenly police aka the seven are now

after the two of them and they go on the run.Angels killing innocent humans, Molly becoming a

dominated puritanical female, Xavier being possessed and more just didn't work for me.It just gets

too congested from here on out. You may enjoy it so give it a try.

Since they first met it hadn't been easy for Bethany Church, an angel, and Xavier Woods, a mortal.

Despite the warnings from others, Beth and Xavier's love couldn't be denied. Making a brave

decision to marry, crossing the line and doing what no others have done, a group of angels, the

Seven, were determined to make them pay for their actions.It all started with my daughter wanting

to purchase, HALO. I have to admit the cover was intriguing, along with the synopsis. She read and

loved it. Next it was my turn. I fell in love with the characters and the storyline. We waited impatiently

for the next to come out, HADES, and finally, HEAVEN.If I had to pick my favorite between the

three, I guess I'd have to say it's HADES, though the last half of HEAVEN is a close second (You

can read my review for HALO and HADES on .). Overall I loved the trilogy. ALEXANDRA

ADORNETTO is an amazing writer with a creative mind that produced an amazing storyline with

three dimensional characters.The first half of HEAVEN was a tad slow, but once you reach the

middle it takes off. The slow pace was tolerable due to the wonderful writing. Having read the first



two books in the trilogy, there was no way I wasn't finishing the third one.I loved the surprises and

twists HEAVEN took. I hadn't a clue how Xavier and Bethany's story would unfold, but I loved how

MS. ADORNETTO played it out. I could never have imagined what the author would do with one of

the other characters I love, Gabriel. I'm anticipating with excitement a story about Gabe and Molly.

Though not my favorite angel romance series, I definitely did enjoy it. This book has Bethany and

Xander hiding out in the open as brother and sister which, of course, hinders their romance for a

while. I was pleased with the happy ending though and thought it was a nice conclusion to the

series.

HOLY HADES AND HEAVEN! This conclusion to the Halo Series had me crying and laughing and

screaming more times than I care to admit. What do you do when you love someone so much you

are willing to sacrifice it all? Would defy Heaven and Earth to get what you want? What happens to

the heart when you know deep down that you were meant for that person? These are the questions

I kept asking myself when I was reading about Beth and Xavier.Heaven starts where Hades has

ended and Bethany and Xavier are more in love than ever. They will fight Heaven and Earth to be

together. They make the ultimate sacrifice and marry. Things only get worse from there because

they were not supposed to marry. Bethany and Angel and Xavier a Human are supposed to be

friends not have a relationship and marry each other. But love is unpredictable and love knows no

boundaries so they decide to become one.Being married though is hard and Bethany and Xavier

find that trouble is lurking close and The Sevens are rogue angels hell bent on destroying Bethany

and her family. The Seven want to darken Heaven and infest it with evil. In order for Bethany to

save her family she and Xavier will go into hiding and devise a plan. Once the plan is set and in

motion they will fight to the death for what they believe in. Will Bethany have to go home to Heaven

without Xavier for good? Will Gabriel and Ivy be hurt? What would you do for love? What would you

sacrifice? Come along for the greatest ending to an EPIC series!
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